The data sizes accumulated from various fields are exponentially increasing, data mining techniques that extract information from huge amount of data have become popular in commercial and scientific domains, including marketing, customer relationship management. During the evaluation, the input datasets and the number of classifiers used are varied to measure the performance of Data Mining algorithm. I present the results based on characteristics such as scalability, accuracy to identify their characteristics in a world famous Data Mining tool-WEKA.
II. Related Work:
We studied various journals and articles regarding performance evaluation of Data Mining algorithms on various different tools, some of them are described here, Ying Liu et all worked on Classification algorithms while Osama abu abbas worked on clustering algorithm, and Abdullah compared various classifiers with different types of data set on WEKA, we presented their result as well as about tool and data set which are used in performing evaluation. Ying Liu,wei-keng Liao et al [39] in his article "performance evaluation and characterization of scalable data mining algorithms" investigated data mining applications to identify their characteristics in a sequential as well as parallel execution environment .They first establish Mine bench, a benchmarking suite containing data mining applications. The selection principle is to include categories & applications that are commonly used in industry and are likely to be used in the future, thereby achieving a realistic representation of the existing applications. Minebench can be used by both programmers & processor designers for efficient system design. They conduct their evaluation on an Intel IA-32 multiprocessor platform, which consist of an Intel Xeon 8-way shared memory parallel(SMP) machine running Linux OS, a 4 GB shared memory & 1024 KB L2 cache for each processor. Each processor has 16 KB non-blocking integrated L1 instructions and data caches. The number of processors is varied to study the scalability.
In all the experiments, they use VTune performance analyzer for profiling the functions within their applications, & for measuring their breakdown execution times. VTune counter monitor provides a wide assortment of metrics. They look at different characteristics of the applications: execution time, fraction of time spent in the OS space, communication/synchronization complexity , & I/O complexity. The Data comprising 250,000 records. This notion denotes the dataset contains 2,00,000 transactions,the average transaction size is 20, and the average size of the maximal potentially large itemset is 6. The number of items is 1000 and the number of maximal potentially large itemset is 2000. The methodology of the study constitute of collecting a set of free data mining & knowledge discovery tools to be tested, specify the datasets to be used, and selecting a set of classification algorithm to test the tool"s performance.
For testing, each dataset is described by the data type being used, the types of attributes, whether they are categorical ,real, or integer, the number of instances stored within the data set, the number of attributes that describes each dataset, and the year the data set was created. After selecting the dataset , a number of classification algorithm are chosen that are Naïve Bayes, K-nearest, SVM,C4.5 as well as some classifiers are used that are Zero R, One R, & Decision Tree classifier. For evaluating purpose two test level modes were used; the K-fold cross validation mode and the percentage split mode.
After running the four tools ,they have obtained some results regarding the ability to run the selected algorithm on the selected tools. All algorithms ran successfully on WEKA, the 6 selected classifiers used the 9 selected data sets. [27] in his research paper "performance evaluation of K-means & Fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm for statistical distribution of input data points" studied the performance of K-means & Fuzzy Cmeans algorithms. These two algorithm are implemented and the performance is analyzed based on their clustering result quality. The behavior of both the algorithms depended on the number of data points as well as on the number of clusters. The input data points are generated by two ways, one by using normal distribution and another by applying uniform distribution (by Box-muller formula). The performance of the algorithm was investigated during different execution of the program on the input data points. The execution time for each algorithm was also analyzed and the results were compared with one another, both unsupervised clustering methods were examined to analyze based on the distance between the various input data points. The clusters were formed according to the distance between data points and clusters centers were formed for each cluster. The implementation plan would be in two parts, one in normal distribution and other in uniform distribution of input data points. The data points in each cluster were displayed by different colors and the execution time was calculated in milliseconds.
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Velmurugan and Santhanam chose 10 (k=10) clusters and 500 data points for experiment. The algorithm was repeated 500 times (for one data point one iteration) to get efficient output. The cluster centers (centroid) were calculated for each clusters by its mean value and clusters were formed depending upon the distance between data points Jayaprakash et al [37] in their paper "performance characterization of Data Mining applications using Minebench" presented a set of representative data mining applications call Minebench. They evaluated the Minebench application on an 8 way shared memory machine and analyze some important performance characteristics. Minebench encompasses many algorithms commonly formed in data mining. They analyzed the architectural properties of these applications to investigate the performance bottleneck associated with them. For performance characterization, they chose an Intel IA-32 multiprocessor platform, Intel Xeon 8-way shared memory parallel (SMP) machine running Red Hat advanced server 2.1. The system had 4 GB of shared memory. Each processor had a 16 KB non-blocking integrated L1 cache and a 1024 KB L2 cache. For evaluation they used VTune performance analyzer. Each application was compiled with version 7.1 of the Intel C++ compiler for Linux.
The data used in experiment were either real-world data obtained from various fields or widely accepted synthetic data generated using existing tools that are used in scientific and statistical simulations. During evaluation, multiple data sizes were used to investigate the characteristics of the Minebench applications, For non-bioinformatics applications, the input datasets were classified in to 3 different sizes: small, medium, & large. IBM Quest data generator, ENZO, & real image database by Corel corporation. [24] in their research paper "performance evaluation of some online association rule mining algorithms for sorted & unsorted data sets" evaluated association rule mining algorithm for sorted and unsorted data sets. They worked on Continuous Association Rule Mining Algorithm (CARMA) and Data Stream Combinatorial approximation Algorithm (DSCA) , & estDec method. The 3 algorithms are implemented in JAVA and the results were plotted, all 3 algorithms were tested with 5 data sets and all of them are available in Frequent Itemset Mining data set (FIM) repository. The transactions of each data set were looked up one by one in sequence to simulate the environment of an online data stream. The DSCA algorithm used sorted transaction items while other 2 algorithms used unsorted transaction items. [30] in their research paper " performance evaluation of algorithms using a distributed data mining frame work based on association rule mining" evaluated the performance of distributed data mining framework on java platform. The aim of framework was to develop an efficient association rule mining tool to support effective decision making. Association rule mining focuses on finding interesting patterns from huge amount of data available in the data warehouses. They used Apriori, AprioriTID, FP growth, & Apriori Hyprid algorithm.
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They propose a Java based DDM framework a totally decentralized framework for distributed data mining using association rules as the backbone of the system. This system was completely platform independent including the database support. The use of client-server architecture enabled them to perform distributed data mining ,They define access rights to this framework by classifying users in to groups. They suggested to add or remove algorithms at any client side dynamically . The benchmarking module evaluated performance between algorithms. Thus the complete platform independency to be achieved using object oriented programming. The experiment was implemented in java, Pentium 4 processor with the speed of 1.86 GHz and the paradox (.db) format was used for database setting. 
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As the number of available tools continues to grow, the choice of one special tool becomes increasingly difficult for each potential user. This decision making process can be supported by performance evaluation of various classifiers and clusterers used in open source data mining tool -Weka.
III.
Analysis of Data Mining algorithm:- Classification Programs-A classification algorithm is to use a training data set to build a model such that the model can be used to assign unclassified records in to one of the defined classes. A test set is used to determine the accuracy of the model. Usually ,the given dataset is divided in to training and test sets, with training set used to build the model and test set used to validate it.
There are various classifiers are an efficient and scalable variation of decision tree classification. The decision tree model is built by recursively splitting the training dataset based on an optimal criteria until all records belonging to each of the partitions bear the same class label. Among many trees are particularly suited for data mining , since they are built relatively fast compared to other methods, obtaining similar or often better accuracy.
Bayesian classifiers are statistical based on Bayes" theorem, they predict the probability that a record belongs to a particular class. A simple Bayesian classifier, called Naïve Bayesian classifier is comparable in performance to decision tree and exhibits high accuracy and speed when applied to large databases. IBK, and KStar of Lazy learners, OneR and ZeroR of Rule, SMO of function are also used in evaluation process.
K-nearest neighbor classifiers are based on learning by analogy. The training samples are described by n dimensional numeric attributes. Each sample represents a point in an n-dimensional space. In this way, all of the training samples are stored in an n-dimensional pattern space. When given an unknown sample, a k-nearest neighbor classifier searches the pattern space for the training samples that are closest to the unknown sample.  Clustering ProgramClustering is the process of discovering the groups of similar objects from a database to characterize the underlying data distribution. K-means is a partition based method and arguably the most commonly used clustering technique. K-means clusterer assigns each object to its nearest cluster center based on some similarity function. Once the assignment are completed , new centers are found by the mean of all the objects in each cluster.
BIRCH is a hierarchical clustering method that employs a hierarchical tree to represent the closeness of data objects. BIRCH first scans the database to build a clustering-feature tree to summarize the cluster representation. Density based methods grow clusters according to some other density function. DBscan , originally proposed in astrophysics is a typical density based clustering method. After assigning an estimation of its density for each particle with its densest neighbors, the assignment process continues until the densest neighbor of a particle is itself. All particles reaching this state are clustered as a group.
Evaluation Strategy/Methodology:-
H/W tools: We conduct our evaluation on Pentium 4 Processor platform which consist of 512 MB memory, Linux enterprise server operating system, a 40GB memory, & 1024kbL1 cache.  S/W tool: In all the experiments, We used Weka 3-6-6 we looked at different characteristics of the applicationsusing classifiers to measure the accuracy in different data sets, using clusterer to generate number of clusters, time taken to build models etc. Weka toolkit is a widely used toolkit for machine learning and data mining that was originally developed at the university of Waikato in New Zealand . It contains large collection of state-of-the-art machine learning and data mining algorithms written in Java. Weka contains tools for regression, classification, clustering, association rules, visualization, and data processing.  Input data sets:-Input data is an integral part of data mining applications. The data used in my experiment is either realworld data obtained from UCI data repository and widely accepted dataset available in Weka toolkit, during evaluation multiple data sizes were used, each dataset is described by the data type being used, the types of attributes, the number of instances stored within the dataset, also the table demonstrates that all the selected data sets are used for the classification and clustering task. These datasets were chosen because they have different characteristics and have addressed different areas. Zoo dataset in csv format whereas labor ,and Supermarket dataset are in arff format. Zoo, & Labor dataset have 17 number of attributes while Supermarket dataset has 200 attributes. Zoo dataset encompasses 101 instances, Labor comprises 57 instances , & Supermarket has 4627 instances. All datasets are categorical and integer with multivariate characteristics.  Details of data Set: We used 3 data set for evaluation with classifier on WEKA ,one of them from UCI Data repository that are Zoo data set, rest labor data set and supermarket data set is inbuilt in WEKA 3-6-6 .Zoo data set in csv file format ,and labor and supermarket data set are in arff file format. Table 2 : Detail of data set:

Experimental result and Discussion:-To evaluate the selected tool using the given datasets, several experiments are conducted. For evaluation purpose, two test modes are used, the k-fold cross-validation(k-fold cv) mode, & percentage split(holdout method) mode. The k-fold cv refers to a widely used experimental testing procedure where the database is randomly divided in to k disjoint blocks of objects, then the data mining algorithm is trained using k-1 blocks and the remaining block is used to test the performance of the algorithm, this process is repeated k times. At the end, the recorded measures are averaged. It is common to choose k=10 or any other size depending mainly on the size of the original dataset.
In percentage split (holdout method) ,the database is randomly split in to two disjoint datasets. The first set, which the data mining system tries to extract knowledge from called training set. The extracted knowledge 
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may be tested against the second set which is called test set, it is common to randomly split a data set under the mining task in to 2 parts. It is common to have 66% of the objects of the original database as a training set and the rest of objects as a test set. Once the tests is carried out using the selected datasets, then using the available classification and test modes ,results are collected and an overall comparison is conducted.

Performance Measures:-For each characteristics, we analyzed how the results vary whenever test mode is changed. Our measure of interest includes the analysis of classifiers and clusterers on different datasets, the results are described in value of correlation coefficient, mean absolute error, root mean squared error, relative absolute error, root relative squared error after applying the cross-validation or holdout method.
For performance issues, after applying the decision stump and REP tree classifiers on Zoo dataset with cross-validation method ,the correlation coefficient values are 0.8231 and 0.3066, the mean absolute error are 0.9518 and 1.8346 respectively. When holdout (percentage split) method is applied the correlation coefficient value is 0 for REP tree. The decision stump tree did not work with percentage split. The mean absolute error is 2.0076 for REP tree.
On Dataset: Supermarket Classifier: Lazy-IBK,KStar, Tree-Decision stump, CART, Function-SMO, Rule-ZeroR, OneR, BayesionNaïve Bayes.
In all the experiments with classifiers ,results are in the form of statistical analysis along with correctly or incorrectly instances classified by classifiers. The classifier model for all the dataset is "Full training set" and two test mode are used cross-validation and holdout method.
In performance characterization, this research work also deals some most delegated clustering algorithms. The performance of the algorithm is investigated during different test mode on the input data. The test mode in evaluation are Full training data and Percentage split. The results are in the form of Number of generated clusterer, time taken to build the models, and unclustered data. 
IV. Evaluation of Classifiers on different dataset:
I tried to evaluate the performance of various classifiers on two test mode 10 fold cross validation and percentage split with different data sets at WEKA 3-6-6, The results after evaluation is described here:-
4.1
Evaluation on Zoo data set:- 
Evaluation on Labor data set:-
VI. Conclusion:
Data Mining has a large family composed of different algorithms, and the scope of research is rapidly increasing to improve the accuracy of existed algorithms. In this paper, we evaluate some Data Mining algorithms contains 8 representative applications: four classification algorithms, and four clustering algorithms,. We analyzed important characteristics of the applications when executed in well known tool WEKA. The work described in this paper comparatively evaluates the performance of algorithms on three test modes that is hold out method , percentage split, and full training.
Our current work is focusing on evaluating the applications on different data sets to allow the retailers to increase customer understanding and make knowledge-driven decisions in order to provide personalized and efficient customer service. 
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